PYRENEES TOUR 1
AMAZING TOURS

Few experiences are as rewarding and awe-inspiring as cycling in the
majestic mountains of the Pyrenees. This cycling tour takes us from
Barcelona, through the Catalan Pyrenees, beautiful Andorra and last but
not least, the French Pyrenees. The variety of landscapes and cultures, the
famous mountain passes and exquisite gastronomy make this an
unforgettable experience.
From the gentle mountains of the Mediterranean to the high peaks of
Andorra, the solitude of Aran Valley and the green landscape of the Basque
Country, you get the best cycling the Pyrenees have to offer.
We will be conquering the famous mountain passes of Tourmalet,
Aubisque, Larrau and Bonaigua, followed by a taste of the exquisite local
cuisine.
Bookings and inquiries: info@trekandride.com

PROGRAMME

Day 1. Arrival
Arrival at the airport of Barcelona; transfer to L’Escala

Stage 1: L’Escala - Castelló d’Empúries – Port de la Selva
Distance: 65 km, 740 mts positive gain

From the airport of Barcelona, our transfer takes us to the village of
L’Escala where we enjoy a light lunch. We start our cycle tour along the
Mediterranean Coast, through Empuriabrava, and after a first, short
mountain pass we arrive at Cadaqués, home to Salvador Dali and one of
Spain´s most beautiful villages. We cycle up to the Lighthouse of Cap de
Creus where the Pyrenees dissapear into the sea. We continue our way to
Port de la Selva, fishing village where we spend the night.

Bookings and inquiries: info@trekandride.com

Stage 2. Llançà– Figueres – Besalú – Camprodon
Distance: 110km + 1800mts positive gain

Today’s stage is challenging. We cycle through the valley that connects the
medieval village of Castelló d’Empúries, with Figueres (where the world
renowned Dali museum is located) and Besalú, one of Europe´s best
preserved medieval villages. We cycle passed Castellfollit, a village on top
of a massive volcanic rock, and continue through dense forest before we
start to climb further into the Pyrenees. We end the day with a sweet
descent into the beautiful village of Camprodon.

Stage 3. Camprodón– Ribes de Freser – Bellver
Distance: 80km, 1.900mts positive gain; Queen stage

We cycle out of Camprodon via a narrow road that will lead us deep into
the unknown beauty of the Catalan Pyrenees. As we reach the top of our
first mountain pass, the majestic landscape of the Pyrenees unfolds before
our eyes. We continue to the village of Ribes de Freser, where our second
mountain pass starts. Halfway up the pass we can choose to take the short
or long route to our hotel.

Bookings and inquiries: info@trekandride.com

Stage 4. Bellver de Cerdanya – Andorra la Vella
Distance: 80km / XXXX mts positive gain

Why are we not giving you the positive gain information? Because we are
entering Andorra, the country of the Pyrenees, and here we will have a
range of routes to choose from. After the first easy 40 km we will have a
coffeebreak. Here, our guide will suggest the different options to cycle into
Andorra. Whether we choose the easier or more challenging route, we are
guaranteed to be amazed by the beauty of the Andorran landscape. We
cycle to the capital Andorra la Vella, where we will have time to visit the
old town and the vast amount of shops. You have the option to add an
extra day in Andorra to relax or cycle another route.

Stage 5. La Seu d’Urgell – VIELHA
Distance: 115km / 2680mts positive gain

During this stage we have two big mountain passes to conquer. We will
need all our strenghts because although the gradients of Port del Cantó
and the Port de la Bonaigua are not excessive, they are long. Many times in
the history of the Vuelta, here is where the red jersey was decided. The
roads are wider and make it a bit easier to maintain a steady pace, which
will be a very welcome advantage. After a challengin day in the saddle, we
arrive at Vielha, the beautiful capital of the Aran Valley.

Bookings and inquiries: info@trekandride.com

Stage 6. Vielha – Portillón – Peyresourde – Aspin – Bagneres de Bigorre
Distance: 95km / 2300mts positive gain

This might just be the most epic stage of our Pyrenees Tour 1. Leaving
Vielha, we climb 3 of the most popular mountain passes of the Tour de
France. None of these mountain passes have an excessively steep gradient,
but we will need to manage our reserves well. The spectacular scenery
will ease the pain and just before we arrive to our destination, we have
prepared a last, optional surprise.

Stage 7. Bagneres – Col du Tourmalet – Lourdes
Distance: 80km / 1680mts positive gain

Today is our last stage...with a last surprise! The Tourmalet, the Pyrenees’
most mythical mountain pass. We will enjoy and suffer this climb that has
given so many memorable moments. As we arrive at the top, we are ready
to enjoy the last 50kms of descent and flat all the way into the sanctuary of
Lourdes. After a well deserved lunch we take a transfer to the nearest city
(maximum 2 hour journey).
Day 8. Free day and transfer to the airport
Bookings and inquiries: info@trekandride.com

ACCOMMODATION*

All the hotels are 4stars or hotels of 4star quality and with bicycle specific
infrastructure. We carefully select and test the accommodation you will be
staying in and will be confirmed prior to departure.

AMAZING TOUR EXPERIENCES AND PRICES
AMAZING TOUR PRO EXPERIENCE

 6 to 12 PARTICIPANTS
 2.995€ PER PERSON

Included:
 Route designed to the needs of your group
 We can adapt the route during the tour
 Coach/manager from the cyclist team Cycling No Limit, (Miquel
Mestres), mentoring and guiding each individual on a daily basis.
 English, Spanish, Italian and French speaking team
 Stops in emblematic points
 Solid and liquid provisioning
 BH spare bikes on route
 Vision spare wheels on route
 4star hotels with breakfast and dinner included.
 Transfer to starting and end point of the tour
 Transfer of luggage during all the stages








OPTIONAL:
Personalized Castelli maillot
High quality rental bike
Polo/shirt
Professional nutrition products during and after the route
Food in carefully selected restaurants to taste the best local
products.
The best wines and beers of the land during the dinners
Revision of the perfect working of the bikes at the end of everyday

Bookings and inquiries: info@trekandride.com

 Recovery massages at the end of a stage
 Helmet UVEX RACE 9

AMAZING TOUR DELUXE EXPERIENCE

 6 a 12 PARTICIPANTS
 3995€ PER PERSON

Included:
 Route designed to the needs of your group
 We can adapt the route during the tour
 Routes designed to cover the most beautiful landscapes
 Coach/manager from the cyclist team, (Miquel Mestres), mentoring
and guiding each individual on a daily basis.
 English, Spanish, Italian and French speaking team.
 Stops in emblematic points
 Solid and liquid provisioning
 BH spare bikes on route
 Vision spare wheels on route
 4star hotels with breakfast and dinner included.
Bookings and inquiries: info@trekandride.com








Transfer to starting and end point of the tour
Transfer of luggage during all the stages
Personalized Castelli maillot/design Ineos team
Polo/shirt
Professional nutrition products during and after the route
Food in carefully selected restaurants to taste the best local
products.
 The best local wines and beers during the dinners
 Revision of the perfect working of the bikes at the end of everyday
OPTIONAL:
 -Recovery massages at the end of a stage
 -Helmet UVEX RACE 9
 -High quality rental bike

AMAZING TOUR EXCLUSIVE EXPERIENCE

 A PARTIR DE 2 PARTICIPANTS
 4995€ PER PERSON












Included:

Route designed to the needs of your group
We can adapt the route during the tour
Routes designed to cover the most beautiful landscapes
Coach/manager from the cyclist team, (Miquel Mestres), mentoring
and guiding each individual on a daily basis.
English, Spanish, Italian and French speaking team
Stops in emblematic points
Solid and liquid provisioning
BH spare bikes on route
Vision spare wheels on route
4star hotels with breakfast and dinner included.
Transfer to starting and end point of the tour

Bookings and inquiries: info@trekandride.com












Transfer of luggage during all the stages
Personalized Castelli Maillot/design and Ineos quality team
Polo/shirt
Professional nutrition products during and after the route
Food in carefully selected restaurants to taste the best local
products.
The best wines and beers of the land during the dinners
Revision of the perfect working of the bikes at the end of everyday
Recovery massages at the end of a stage
Helmet UVEX RACE
High quality rental bike

Bookings and inquiries: info@trekandride.com

